
THE BANSHEE AND THE MOON BY TALLULAH RENDALL 

 
 
 
BBC Merseyside  “Fantastic”  

BBC London   “Mesmerising”  

Aesthetica Magazine ‘Musician Tallulah Rendall is a super 
talented woman with an indomitable vision that inspires; launching 
her self-released crowdfunded third album The Banshee and The 
Moon with a very personal photo album and an accompanying 
exhibition at the Rebecca Hossack Gallery’. 

Music News “More than just music, The Banshee and the Moon 
is an inspiration, a concept, a way of living.. Eyes is a wonderful 
catchy song with great vocals.” 

I-D Online  ‘Tallulahs tend to be sexy, impassioned things, this 
one boasts a mesmeric voice and creative intelligence to boot.”   

The Good Web Guide “Seldom have we been as impressed as 
we were recently on attending the showcase of the delightful 
singer songwriter performer Tallulah Rendall.” 
 
Penny Black Music “Tallulah Rendall’s creativity explodes in ‘The 
Banshee and the Moon. The forty-five minute CD is accompanied 
by a hard cover book of lyrics, black and white photographs and a 
detailed explanation of how the bright new project got funded and 
how the sensitive themes came to fruition. 

AAA Music “Tallulah is not a mere copy of other singers, I will be 
absolutely able to recognize her voice and her music amongst 
hundreds.”   

Kalbult Magazine “Tallulah Rendall is a star. She is an iconic 
artist breaking boundaries.” 

Uncut “Same impudent mix of power and vulnerability as Martha 
Wainwright.”   

Spoonfed  “Tallulah Rendall is a unique talent…  
 
Beat Magazine  Whether performing solo or with her full 
band...”What comes across live is her all-embracing energy... Her 
incredible aura and her majestic strength.” Richmond Harding  
 
Contact Music  “sublime, fragile, soulful and heart-piercing.”  

Shirley Bassey ‘Tallulah has a wonderful voice.’ 

David Kidman “This is a uniquely stylish release, and 
conforms with the state-of-the-art presentation of Tallulah's 
previous releases, giving both a satisfying artistic unity and 
consistency to her output and furthering the benchmark of 
high standard and yes, not only does it sound great with 
plenty of presence, but, importantly, it also succeeds in 
conveying Tallulah's integrity and imagination through a 
truthful musical and visual depiction of her essence as a 
creative artist, much more than just a singer-songwriter..  

Latitude Festival ‘Voice of an angel.’ 

thelondonword  ‘Ferociously talented singer songwriter”  

 

Evening Standard  “One To Watch”  

Amelias Magazine ‘Tallulah Rendall is a super talented 
woman with an indomitable vision that inspires’. 

James Blake  “a soaring and mesmerizing vocal presence 
combined with theatrical prowess lying second to none is 
the centre piece of an incredibly special body of work.”   

Alt Sounds  “Tallulah’s show is one not to be missed. A 
truly mesmeric performer with an artistic vision”  
 
The Unsigned Band Review  "A sure-fire hit, and she is 
definitely among Britain’s as-of-yet undiscovered talent."  
 
CMU ‘Rendall could be very interesting. In fact she already 
is.’ 

 
2014 Arts & Culture Woman Of The Future 
Shortlist Nominee, crowdfunder, multi-instrumentalist, 
heralded as ‘London’s most creative woman’ by AOL 
and independent songwriter Tallulah Rendall completes her 
third record with producer Danton       Supple.  
 
In the words of Producer Danton Supple (Coldplay): 
“Working with Tallulah was a privilege and a pleasure. The 
breadth of her vocals along with the passion of her delivery 
was always inspiring and to have had her play so many of 
the instruments brought a real focus to the songs. She's a 
natural performer, whether in front of one person or an 
arena, and really deserves success in this industry."  

Artist: Tallulah Rendall 
Title: The Banshee And The Moon 
Producer: Danton Supple 
Format: Book & CD combo & Digital 
www.tallulahrendall.com 
30 date UK University Tour 3rd November 2014 onwards 
 


